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ABSTRACT 

As with most aspects of human perception, architecture is usually perceived through a visual 

syntax. Though the dominance of vision cannot be undermined, authentic architectural 

experiences consist of human encounters and bodily confrontations grasped through all the 

elementary senses including audition, touch, smell and taste. This is architecture of experiential 

events as apposed to that of image or form. 

It can be observed that most contemporary architecture has been created to be objects of 

immediate persuasion with the impact of the visual image kept in mind. Though they may be 

visually seductive in two-dimensional representation (as in drawings and photographs), the 

uniformity, flatness of materials and the absence of a multi-sensory experience soon create a 

psychological weariness in the minds of those who work, live and visit these places. 

This dissertation explores the auditory, touch, smell and taste dimensions of space, and 

consequently of architectural space though selected case studies. A literary study was 

conducted to set the theoretical dimensions from which key characteristics of multi-sensory 

spatial awareness were identified. Selected case studies were then analysed using the body as 

a tool of measurement while walking the space, focusing on the identified characteristics. The 

intention of the study was to create awareness of the significance of the subtle role played by 

the elementary senses in architectural spatial perception. 

It becomes evident through the case studies that multi sensory spaces can arise due to a 

variety of reasons both intentional and circumstantial. Though the contribution of each sensory 

modality was important in creating a rich experience, some spaces were seen to incline 

towards a predominant sensory modality that helped articulate the space distinctly within the 

perceptual realm. Even though the phenomenological aspect of perception was not stressed in 

the dissertation it was soon realised that this approach could not be avoided as experiences 

are inadvertently linked to the acts of recollecting, remembering and comparing. 

What was discussed in this dissertation and realised through the case studies, enhance the 

understanding of the role of the senses in spatial perception and how this contributes to 

strengthening ones experience of self as well as place. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Experiential architecture develops from real experiential situations as unfolding events of bodily 

encounters. Significant experiences of architecture are multi-sensory as space and scale is 

measured and grasped by the eye, ear, nose, skin, tongue, skeleton and muscle. Though 

architecture is primarily understood through a visual language structure, this ability to engage 

the whole sensorium is of great importance, as perceiving through vision alone eliminates the 

wealth of experiences that shape meaning in life. 

Background 

The multi-sensory aspect of architecture has not received much attention and critical study, the 

most notable work being by Architect Professor Juhani Pallasmaa who has published several 

articles and books addressing this topic. These sources were useful for this dissertation and 

were frequently referred. Many publications by philosophers such as Marcel Proust, Maurice 

Merieau-Ponty on the subject of sensory interaction in perception also proved useful. A 

considerable amount of literature exists on the phenomenological perception of architecture 

and space, these were not considered in depth, as this aspect of perception was not discussed 

in this dissertation. 

Observation made. 

Modern life is characterized by an increased isolation of individuals from each other and the 

sensuous interaction with the environment around them. Misused technology over-loads people 

with artificial stimulation usually confined to something visual and auditory in nature making the 

other senses almost redundant. There is greater focus on visual imagery designed to make 

instantaneous impact. This bias towards vision has pervaded into all aspects of culture 

including architecture, leading to the creation of buildings that are sensorial impoverished and 

detached from social and contextual issues. The resulting two-dimensional way of building has 

caused a psychological 'weariness', and may cause serious social and cultural erosion in the 

long run. 
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Though visual gestures maybe seductive, a memory of a space or place can be evoked by a 

smell or a touch, which at times can be the most powerful stimulus, and tends to remain at a 

sub-conscious level for a far longer period than a visual recollection. 

Criticality of the Issue 

Architecture of sensory reality, as apposed to one of conceptual idealism is identified as 

'Experiential architecture' (Pallasmaa, 2000). Experiential architecture results from unfolding 

events of multi-sensory bodily confrontations. This allows for more significant human 

experience and opportunity for associative memory, resulting in a deeper knowledge of place. 

If the task of architecture includes enhancing people's experience of themselves, and of the 

surrounding environment, it is critical that architects consider all sensory modalities of 

perception in designing the built environment. 

The Intention of the Study 

This would be an exploratory dissertation, discussing the multi-sensory aspect of space, 

exploring the auditory, haptic, olfactory and gustatory dimensions of spatial perception. The 

intention would be to sensitize and create an awareness of the extent to which these senses 

contribute to spatial awareness. These usually overlooked aspects of space can lead to a 

greater depth of architectural experience. Though perception of space also involves factors 

based on prior knowledge innate or acquired by experiences and cultural circumstances, these 

aspects would not be explored in depth, as it would be outside the scope of the study. 

The overall structure of the study takes the form of 3 chapters consisting of descriptive and 

analytical chapters. The initial part of the essay is descriptive with a short inquiry conducted 

into the possible causes for the overriding importance given to image in contemporary society, 

and how this has affected aesthetics in general and consequently architecture. 



The second chapter lays out the theoretical dimensions exploring the role of each elementary 

sense in the experiencing of space. Emphasis is placed on the other sensory modalities though 

the sense of sight and the reasons for its dominance are discussed briefly. 

The analytical part of the essay consists a framework of analysis and the case study analysis. 

The primary objective of the case study analysis is to determine the extent to which the spatial 

characteristics and qualities identified can be discerned in architectural space. 

Finally, the conclusion gives a brief summary and critique of the findings. 

Methodology: 

An initial literature study was conducted to layout the theoretical basis. Publications and 

interviews by Professor Juhani Pallasmaa greatly influenced this dissertation, notably the book 

'Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses' (1996). In addition to this, writings by Maurice 

Merieau-Ponty, and Marcel Proust on the subject of spatial awareness also proved invaluable. 

The literature survey helped to identify key aspects of multi-sensory awareness of space. 

The purpose of the case study analysis was to determine to what extent the findings of the 

literature survey could be substantiated. The first study is the Ponnampalavaneswarar kovil at 

Kochikade. This was selected as it offered a chance to study an historic religious building that 

was a product of a specific culture-that of the South Asian Hindu community. The second case 

study was an architect designed private residence-the Mauli House at Pelewatte designed by 

Architect Vijitha Basnayake. This gave the opportunity to study an intentionally designed 

building that was also a private home with all the nuances associated with private dwelling. The 

final case study is the Fort Railway station. It was chosen because it represented a purely 

functional building that offered sensory experiences arising from functional activities related to 

railway travel. 

The selected spaces were analyzed in relation to the experiences generated through the 

senses, with focus on the key aspects identified in the theoretical chapter. Precise information 

was not gathered using scientific instruments. Instead, the body was used as a tool of 

measurement while walking the space. 



Scope and Limitations 

Architecture can be perceived in several ways. This dissertation mainly discusses spatial 

perception through the senses. The phenomenological approach to perception, which is the 

meanings things have in our experience, will not be considered indepth as it is a vast subject 

that cannot be covered in a cursory manner and it is also an aspect that has been studied 

thoroghly in many philosophical and psychological work, except where certain sensations are 

linked to memory. 

Though approximately 9 human senses have been identified up to date, this study is limited to 

spatial perception through what is known traditionally as the five elementary senses which are 

sight, sound, touch, smell and taste. Though the sense of sight is briefly discussed, the 

emphasis will be on the other sensory modalities. 



CHAPTER 1/ POSSIBLE FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE LOSS OF CONSIDERATION 

OF THE SENSORY IN CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURE. 

1.1. DEFINING ARCHITECTURAL SPACE AND ITS PERCEPTION. 

1.1.1. Architecture of Experiential Events. 

"We behold, touch and measure the world with our entire bodily existence, and the experiential 

world is organised and articulated around the center of the body. We are in constant dialogue 

and interaction with the environment so that it is impossible to detach the image of the self from 

its spatial and situational existence". (Maurice Merleau Ponty 1964:19) 

The nature of architecture is such that experientially it is capable of engaging all the bodily 
senses. 

Experiential architecture develops from 

real experiential situations as unfolding 

events of bodily encounters. Pallasmaa 

in his essay titled 'Hapticity and Time' 

(2000) writes "Authentic architectural 

experiences have more the essence of 

a verb than a noun". What is meant this 

is that for example, the visual image of 

'a door' (a noun) is not in it self an 

architectural image, but the process of 

entering and exiting the door, (a verb) is 

a genuine architectural experience. 

Figure: 1 

He further explains that every significant experience of architecture is multi-sensory as space 

and scale is measured and grasped by the eye, ear, nose, skin, tongue, skeleton and muscle. 



Though architecture is primarily understood through a visual language structure, this ability to 

engage the whole sensorium is of paramount importance, as understanding the world with 

vision alone eliminates the wealth of experiences that shape meaning in life. 

Experiential architecture also offers an 

experience of a temporal continuum. The 

effects of time on matter such as weathering 

and decay fulfill a human need to read time 

through architecture. These aspects are 

grasped through all the senses, and strengthen 

the experience of reality and place. 

Figure: 2 

Lynch (1960) observed through his research that the environmental understandings of his 

interviewees were shaped by a "two-way process between observer and observed," in which 

the meaning of their environment was affected by both its physical form as well as the 

memories associated with it. It was also found the most significant human experiences are 

those that provide opportunities for associative memories and these memories usually linked to 

sensory domains outside of vision. 

Therefore if architects are to create environments that contribute positively to their users lives 

they must address all human modes of perception equally. 
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1.1.2. The Perception of Architectural Space. 

The soul of architecture is space. Indian philosopher Osho had once said that "Words are only 

containers, the contents is silence". Similarly in architecture, walls are only containers, the 

content is space. 

Figure: 3 

Perception of space is achieved by using all the human senses. Seeing, listening, smelling, 

touching all contribute to perception. Space can posses an acoustic dimension, an olfactory 

dimension, a tactile dimension and a temperature dimension. It can even be perceived through 

the dimension of taste. The aroma of cooking in the kitchen evokes a sense of home and 

comfort. The perception of space is not only sensory, but is also affected by individual moods 

and previous experiences. Individual human beings posses a history of experiences, and this 

history influence the perception and understanding of space. Therefore one could surmise that 

no two people ever experience a space in the same way. 

Though perception changes from individual to individual, architecture can be analyzed in order 

to achieve a better understanding of it. Six attributes are defined, which can be highlighted as 

being significant in understanding architecture (Hanley 2003). 



• Architecture exists in the context of time and place 

a. place, site specific 

b. temporal- it is a product of the culture, socio-political environment and the 

technology which is used to produce it. 

Figure: 4 The Great Mosque Djenn, Mali. (c. 1400) 

• Architecture is experienced by moving through it constantly as a user or occasionally 

as a visitor. Movement is an essential ingredient. 

Figure: 5 
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• The use and perception is affected by the senses and emotions. 

a. touch, smel l , sight, hearing and taste. 

b. emotion, knowledge, and an individual's unique experiences. 



• Architecture possesses meaning. This is communicated through sign and symbol, and 

this meaning can change in terms of time and culture. 

In the Ryon-Ji shrines of Kyoto 

Japan, 'Paradise' is bought in to the 

living world as a group of imaginary 

islands represented by Horai 

stones. Zen Buddhist followers 

perceive this, as symbolic 

representation of ultimate passage 

into the eternity of a transcendental 

garden. 

• Architecture possesses a unity and must be seen as a whole. This unity is described 

by an aesthetic unity of the artifact, environmental unity of the site. 

The scope of this dissertation would be limited to the principle of understanding space and 

architecture through the elementary senses. 
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1.2. SOCIAL TRENDS TOWARD THE VISUALLY SEDUCTIVE. 

It is now a visually oriented world where the vast majority of attention is focused on what can 

be seen. Whether it's watching television, working on a computer or driving a car, sight has 

become the most dominant sense in modern life. Dr. Charles Spence, an experimental 

psychologist of Oxford University has recently written a report arguing that the use of all the 

senses is central to psychological health. According to Dr. Spence, sensory deprivation is 

common in modern life and it is harmful to the overall well being. 

Most people are so accustomed to the dominance of visual stimuli that they don't fully realize 

this. In this context, the other senses maybe seriously neglected. Consider smell. Smell is one 

of the most powerful senses. It is said to be directly connected to the part of our brain that 

processes memories and emotions. Yet most people live and work in sterile, odour-neutral 

buildings. Most of the odors that are smelt indoors are perfumed commercial items like soaps 

and air fresheners. Outdoors, while walking in the streets people naturally shut out the noise 

and stink of vehicles so as to focus on where they're going. Modern life in the industrialized 

world is often far removed from natural rhythms. This being less pronounced in poorer 

countries as the creation of artificial environments is much less. But due to phenomena such as 

globalization, this problem could increasingly affect these countries in the future. 

For example, in industrialized 

countries people now spend 

90 per cent of their lives 

indoors (citing Suzuki, 2002), 

and are no longer as in tune 

to the change of seasons. 

Modern offices offer little 

natural lighting to even 

indicate the time of day. 

Figure: 8 

This neglecting of the other sensory modalities, and a primacy given towards visual images has 

permeated into aesthetics, as they are inevitably a product of the cultural psyche. The following 
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sections will be a short investigation in trying to understand the reasons behind this bias, its 

effects on aesthetics and ultimately the impact on architecture. 

1.2.1. The Impact of Globalisation on Aesthetics. 

Globalisation first came across as trans-national movements of capital along electronic media, 

therefore, its economic dimensions seem to be its most valuable aspects. 

But globalisation in some respects can be 

thought of as the newest form of 

colonisation', where the impact in the 

cultural sphere at least has been 

associated with the destruction of local 

cultural identities, and an accelerated 

encroachment of a homogenised, 

westernised, consumer culture. 

Figure: 9 

Though for right-wing thinkers and the directors of the International Monetary Fund, 

globalization is seen as a force that's helping everyone in the world to achieve prosperity, this 

view is not shared by a range of people from academics to anti-globalisation activists, 

interpreting globalisation as a seamless extension of western cultural imperialism. 

Therefore globalization as a creation of western society, carries with it the nuances of western 

culture. The power of image and the bias given towards the visual sense (termed visualism or 

ocularcentrism), has specific historical roots in western culture. According to the Greek 

philosopher Aristotle, the lowest of the senses were taste and touch. These were 'animal' 

senses, linked to the twin vices of gluttony (in the case of taste) and lust (in the case of touch). 

Smell, hearing and sight, were regarded as 'human' senses, ranked with sight at the top. This 

was not to say that animals don't see, hear or smell. The point was that a person's humanity is 
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enhanced to the extent that a person relies on the higher senses, and lowered to the extent 

that they relied on the lower ones. 

The European Renaissance was another 

important point in history that further 

helped in establishing sight as supreme. 

In the field of arts, the principles of 

perspective drawing were applied in 

painting, and architectural styles brought 

extraordinary amounts of light-much of it 

filtered through colorful stained glass into 

churches and cathedrals. In the scientific 

field the foundations for the geometrical 

optics were laid by men like Kepler and 

Descartes. 

Figure: 10 

1.2.1.1. Art, Literature and Consumer Culture. 

Considering the relation between aesthetics and globalization, it is seen that the interplay 

between different levels in the cultural superstructure is quite common and in certain historical 

periods arts and literature are highly politicized, in the sense that it becomes one of the main 

modes of channeling information, ideas and experiences that are otherwise excluded from 

public cultural and political debate. 

Political values, ethical values, existential values, news values, aesthetic values, and human 

values were culture-specific, bound to cultural origins and local traditions. They could not be 

measured on the yardsticks supplied by other cultures. Today, however, everything is 

subjected to measure and judgment according to yardsticks that are alleged to have universal 

validity, but are clearly molded on American cultural values. Stefan Jonsson writes in his essay 

titled 'Facts of Aesthetics and Fictions of Journalism', "For example, motion pictures, where the 
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so-called 'Hollywood' narratives have dominated any alternative mode of cinematographic 

story-telling, a film is hardly ever recognized as a film unless it follows the conventions of 

Hollywood. Nothing has emotive, aesthetic, cognitive, political or communicative value, nothing 

is good or bad, beautiful or ugly, good or evil, real or unreal until it has been processed by 

television or Microsoft systems". 

Figure: 11 

Jonsson further writes, "This ...comes with politics that tends to simplify complex processes 

and histories: powerful, dominant cultures overwhelm weaker, smaller, more vulnerable ones, 

threatening difference with a form of negative universalism whose sole aim is to create a single, 

planetary culture defined by shopping and cultural consumption. This is possible only as a 

result of communication technologies and the global circulation of barbaric, debased words and 

images that speak to the lowest common denominator." 

Literature historian Hans-Ulrich Gumbrecht considers this typical of a modernity that has 

embraced what he calls a "subject culture", Subjekts-Kultur, that is, an attitude to the world in 

which the observer of world events is taken to be placeless, disembodied, and impartial. "The 

world" is something the observer approaches with conceptual tools, not a place he or she lives 
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in and is formed by. This attitude is so deeply imbued in the culture of modernity that even 

Western concepts of knowledge and morals are predicated on it; the world is here seen as an 

image, separate from the observer, or as a "world picture," as Heidegger puts it. 

The global celebration of visual images, blending high art and pop culture has made it apparent 

that "aesthetic experience is now everywhere and saturates social and daily life in general" 

(Jameson 100). As Jameson points out, "the image is commodity today, and that is why it is 

vain to expect a negation of the logic of commodity production from it...". 

Globalised capitalism with its power to distribute and promote its cultural goods in every corner, 

has succeeded in spreading Western ocularcentrism throughout the world. 

1.2.2. The Role of the Mass media. 

The human experience of the world is filtered by visual representations circulating around the 

globe through television and cinema. These representations have created new social realities 

and produced new national and ethnic identities. 

Figure: 12 

The mass media has succeeded in 

establishing visually based information 

dissemination systems that are more 

attractive to the general public, accessible 

even to the illiterate. Information in the 

form of images, compete with text as 

being a primary mode of knowledge 

distribution in contemporary society. 

"Nowadays one witnesses a new visual wave: in the global world the culture of the public 

image and the "society of the spectacle" are gradually transformed by the new complex 

structures of the 'display', 'interface', 'billboard', scanned-and-sent images. Along with the 

home video, the video clip, and the post-MTV culture, along with the expansion of design, 

lifestyle and fusion cultures, these new visual-informational hybrids have started saturating 

everyday life." (Guy Debord, 1995) 
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Commercial advertising, which fuels the electronic media also contribute to this. The onslaught 

of advertising images tends to employ visual stereotypes or exaggerations and rely heavily on 

powerful images of instant effect to convey their intended meaning. 

Since the primary purpose of advertising 

is the selling of a product or an idea to 

someone, the main concern is with how 

others will view the image. The point of 

the image is immediate, and short-term, 

such as "Buy this car", or "Say no to 

drugs". (Wim van Binsbergen, 1999). 

Another aspect identified is virtualisation of experience. Man-machine interaction, and man-

machine-man interaction, is rapidly replacing direct bodily contact with the surroundings and 

with other people. Forms of entertainment such as video arcades with fantastically loud 

sounds, create hyperkinetic places that overwhelm the senses - especially vision. 

Figure: 13 

The absence of windows and 

even clocks are intentional in 

such places, as the owners want 

the customers to lose track of 

time. They need people to spend 

hours at the machines, 

completely disconnected from 

reality. This is true for places 

such as casinos as well. 

Figure: 14 
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Situationist Guy Debord (1995) says that, under modernity, "all of life presents itself as an 

immense accumulation of spectacles. Everything that was directly lived has moved away into a 

representation." This would include the overwhelming flood of iconic images in film, television, 

video games, corporate logos, advertising, but also the scientific and technological 

quantification of the world in terms of charts, graphs, and other visual data. 

These aspects of mass media have redefined the role of visuality in contemporary society by 

giving new form to public taste. 
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1.3. THE ARCHITECTURE OF IMAGE. 

1.3.1. Architecture Beyond its Essence-The Popularity of Stylistic Design. 

Within the architectural profession, there is frequently a tendency towards populist design that 

concentrates on stylistic expression. Ironically, it is often this form of expression that gains the 

highest public approval. Without venturing into deep sociology, it could be surmised that this is 

partly due to the dominant role of visuality in contemporary society as discussed earlier. As 

Juhani Pallasmaa (2000:78) writes, "Contemporary architectural design has reflected the shift 

of visual dominance in modern consciousness, by turning into an art form of instant visual 

image". 

The last two decades have been occupied by a search for an architectural language to express 

the complexities of post-industrial society. It was clear that Adolph Loos's statement made in 

the 1920s "Ornament is crime" set the moral tone for the next few decades and gave rise to 

Early Modernism. Modernism during the 1930s though possessing a powerful theoretical 

basis, was often criticized as being too inhuman. It stringently stayed away from ornamentation, 

and was primarily sculptural, not relating to the human scale of its occupants. 
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Late modernism though possessed a variety of imaginative interpretations, finally reaching a 

regional type that responded to local contexts. Alvar Aalto's work can be taken as examples of 

this. 

Figure: 16 

But with the fading of Modernism, the beginning of the 1960's gave rise to the fashionable 

Post-Modemism. 

This was an imitation and parody of 

multiple styles where old forms 

became mere 'styles', stylistic masks, 

image styles, without substance. The 

meaning was in the mimicry. 

Figure: 17 
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Though many interesting buildings have been constructed during the past two decades, by 

such architects as Frank O.Ghery, Zaha Hadid, Rem Koolhas, under such architectural 

movements as De-Construction and De Stijl, it has also given rise to many architects who have 

interpreted these into stylistic, short-lived designs with exuberant displays of engineering skill 

giving structure a decorative character. 

A smaller movement, termed 'Radical Architecture' was a style which developed in the 1970's 

that was more of a social protest and performance art rather than a basis for habitation. The 

next major movement after Post-modernism was Neo-Constructivism which was characterized 

by sculptural excesses, still ignoring what lay beyond image. Recent architectural history had 

not fared much better, as James Wines in his book 'Green Architecture' (2000) writes, "While 

stylistic idioms and attitudes are an inevitable by-product of epochal identity, the late 1990's 

appear to be an architectural period of predominantly flamboyant mannerisms...". 

To the visually jaded eye of today, what is frequently found as interesting or even attractive is 

what seems strange, novel, or bizarre. The danger is that architecture may become mere 

titillation, providing "sight-bites," similar to pop media and commercial advertising. 

Figure: 18 
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As Kenneth Frampton say in his address to Royal Danish Academy of the Arts (2002), "We find 

ourselves increasingly in a so-called value-free situation where, all other things being equal, 

architect and client alike are free to pick and choose their stylistic mode according to their 

passing taste and volition. And while this may seem to be only too normal in our highly 

aesthetized, populist world and even at times to yield works of exceptional stature, we are at 

the same time haunted by the half-suppressed doubt that we can hardly be convinced of this 

as a culture of architecture in a generic or fundamental sense. Instead, we often have the 

feeling that these spectacular architects have been particularly anxious that their works make a 

mark in the professionally competitive world of techno-aesthetic display. Here the risk is not 

only of indulging in gratuitous sculptural form in order to arrive at an overwhelming spectacular 

effect, superficial in every sense of the term..." 

The creation of architectural experiences that produce lasting impressions is not a question of 

image. Though architecture always constitutes the visual composition of physical elements it 

does not need to be unduly biased towards it. Rather, architecture should be a process of 

developing opportunities for evocative personal, social, and cultural experiences as described 

earlier in the chapter. If efforts at creating 'place' is to embody more than just the personal 

vision of a client or designer, and if it is to become more than postcard representation of an 

idea, then architects must exploit the unique abilities of architecture to create evocative 

experiences through more than visual means. It is for this reason that the importance of the 

multi-sensory experience in creating meaningful architecture must not be underestimated. 
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CHAPTER 21 MULTI-SENSORY SPATIAL PERCEPTION 

Louis Kahn has said that architecture is like music, as they are the only two arts that create 

space that surrounds us. By understanding how such things as form, texture, motion, 

temperature, and aroma embodied in a space, which is external to the body are experienced, a 

greater understanding of the experiential perception of space and therefore architectural space, 

could be gained. It is therefore important to understand the way human beings perceive their 

surrounding environment through the senses and how representations of the external world are 

constructed within the mind. 

This chapter will consider the idea of the body as a participatory element within the world and 

its ability to order experience of space. Though the aim is to emphasise the roles of the 

elementary senses other than sight in spatial perception, the participation of all 5 senses will be 

discussed separately in the order of sight, sound, smell, touch and taste, and it will further deal 

with the dominance of vision over the other senses and the consequent bias in cognition. 

In adulthood, the senses have a strict hierarchy, ruled first by the eyes then ears-the 'distance' 

senses of sight and hearing, and then by the skin, the mouth and the nose-the 'proximity' 

senses of touch, smell and taste. Up to nine human senses have been identified in recent 

years, but the discussion of them is considered beyond the scope of this essay. 

The Gestalt principles of perceptual organization to be discussed in this chapter, suggest that 

humans may be predisposed towards interpreting ambiguous images by universal principles. 

But on top of this, pre-dispositions in perception can be influenced by other factors. Space is 

still an individualised experience-human beings tend to attribute qualities into things. These 

aspects of perception can be learned and culturally variable rather than inborn. Though these 

factors would be touched upon, they would not be discussed in detail, as it would be outside 

the scope of this essay. 
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2.1. THE HUMAN BODY AS A PERCEPTUAL TOOL-SENSATION AND ITS ASPECTS 

The basic process of bringing the external environment 'in' occurs through input, and 

processing, similar to information processing in computers. Physical objects in the environment 

emit or reflect energy, and the sensory organs detect this energy (input) encode it into neural 

signals that the brain organize and interpret (processing) as conscious experience. These 

processes are known as sensation and perception. 

Sensation is defined as, the process of which the sense receptors and nervous system receive 

and represent stimulus energies from our environment. Perception is the process of mentally 

organizing and interpreting this sensory information, and this will be discussed in depth in the 

following section. 

During the physiological process of sensation, the body converts one type of energy into 

another. 

2.1.1. Thresholds of Consciousness. 

At any one given moment many forms of energy strike the human body. A selective filtration 

process occurs so that only the important information that is needed for function and survival 

are processed. 

Absolute threshold is identified as the minimum stimulation needed to detect a particular 

stimulus (light, sound, pressure, taste, odour). Scientists have discovered that detecting a weak 

stimulus depends not only on the signal strength, but also on the psychological state-the 

experience, expectations, motivations and fatigue of the person. Therefore it is said that the 

absolute threshold varies from person to person and the psychological frame of mind at the 

time. The question then needs to be asked whether humans can be affected by stimuli too 

weak to be noticed. Scientific studies conducted show that it is possible, and that information 

can be processed without one being aware of it. A weak stimulus evidently triggers a weak 

response-a response that may reach the brain where it evokes a feeling, though not conscious 

awareness of the stimulus. 
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2.1.2. Sensory Adaptation 

Neuroscientist David Hubel (1979) has stated "We need above all to know about changes, no-

one wants or needs to be reminded 16 hours a day that his shoes are on". This eloquently 

describes the significance of Sensory adaptation. 

Sensory adaptation is the diminishing sensitivity to an unchanging stimulus. After constant 

exposure to a stimulus, the nerve cells begin to fire less frequently. Although sensory 

adaptation reduces sensitivity, it offers an important benefit: it enables attention to be focused 

on informative changes in the environment without being distracted by uninformative, constant 

stimulation of such things as garments, odours, and street noise. The sense receptors are alert 

to new things (or novelty), when bored with repetition, they free a person's attention towards 

more interesting things. 

Though peripheral 

information created by weak 

stimuli is outside the focus of 

attention, subtle indications 

of the surrounding 

environment can be 

conveyed through them, 

contributing to the overall 

perception of the space. 

William J. Mitchell (2000), from the School of Architecture and Planning of the MIT has written, 

"Peripheral information is by no means unimportant; in fact, it plays a crucial role in establishing 

the character of a place and sustaining your relationship to it. When a room has a window, for 

example, it provides a continuous flow of information about the external environment - the 

cycles of day and night, the movement of sunlight and shadows, the succession of bright and 
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cloudy moments, and the alternation of dry and rainy patches. You rarely pay explicit attention 

to all this, but you are peripherally aware of it, and you feel uncomfortably isolated if you are cut 

off from it". 

2.1.3. The Dominance of Vision in Human Sensory Experience. 

Eyes differ in the animal kingdom and different animals vary in their reliance on vision. Some 

animals don't 'see' the world at all. Many rely far less on vision than humans do (e.g. bats, 

dolphins). Most mammals live in more of a world of scent than of sight. Humans share a 

reliance on sight more than scent with other primates. 

The sense of vision is pre-eminent among the sense channels as the conveyor of the most 

detailed and frequently the most urgent messages. A simple indication of this is the optic nerve, 

which contains around eighteen times more neurons than the ear's cochlear nerve. In fact, 

seventy percent of the body's sense receptors are clustered in the eyes (Ackerman 1991). 

Perception of the external environment is dominated by sight and this is known as 

Ocularcentrism. Sight becomes the primary means of navigating through a space and tends to 

dominate the spatial experience. In perception, where there is conflict between vision and other 

sensations, vision usually dominates: this phenomenon is called 'visual capture'. 

It is commonly believed that vision, hearing and touch are entirely separate 'perceptual 

modules', each operating independently to provide unique information about the external world. 

Recent studies, however, have revealed that our perceptual experience is in fact shaped by a 

multitude of complex interactions between different sensory modalities. 

A number of powerful multi-sensory illusions demonstrate that the senses are inextricably 

linked, and that perception of visual, auditory or tactile events can be altered dramatically by 

information from other senses. For example, when a sound is accompanied by a visual 

stimulus at another location, people tend to perceive this sound incorrectly at the same position 
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as the visual stimulus -this is the ventriloquism effect. When two objects are lifted that are 

different in size, but are equal in weight, the larger object is felt to be heavier-the size weight 

illusion. When people see a life-sized rubber model of their hand being touched at the same 

time as their own hand, which is hidden from view, they experience the touch on the rubber 

hand, and often report that the rubber hand feels as if it was their own. 

In these cases, auditory and tactile perceptions are altered by simultaneously available visual 

information. As a general rule, sensations tend to be dominated by the modality that provides 

the most detailed and reliable information about the external world. Because vision provides 

highly accurate and detailed spatial information about three-dimensional properties of external 

objects, it is used to guide spatial judgements in other modalities as well, and can therefore 

influence (and sometimes distort) the spatial perception of auditory and tactile events. 

Recent research has begun to uncover the neural basis of such interactions between sensory 

modalities in spatial perception. Neurons responding to multi-modal stimuli have been found in 

numerous brain areas. These multi-sensory neurons typically have spatially overlapping 

receptive fields, which mean that they are activated maximally in response to simultaneous 

visual, auditory and tactile events at the same external location. 

The scientific evidence referred to above suggests that biologically and inherently, as humans, 

vision is the dominant sense and it plays a great overriding role in perception. The intention of 

this essay is not to undermine the role of vision and its importance, but to highlight the 

necessity of the other senses, if subtlety, in experiencing a space deeply in spite of visual 

dominance. The following chapter will address how each sensory modality participates in 

perceiving space. 
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2.2. PERCEPTION AND ANALYSING OF SENSORY INFORMATION. 

2400 years ago the philosopher Plato discerned that objects are perceived through- the senses 

with the mind. Perception as defined earlier, is the process of mentally organizing and 

interpreting sensory information. This section will discuss how aided by knowledge and 

expectations, the human mind analyses sensory information. In short, how meaningless 

sensations are transformed into meaningful perceptions. 

The scope of the study will limit perception to Spatial perception. Spatial perception is defined 

relative to the perceiver and evolution has determined the characteristic of each organism's 

spatial perception as it has evolved in it's environment. A worm's 'sense of space' is probably 

different to a mouse's, which is probably different to an elephant's. 

The following section will discuss how the human senses are used as space is perceived, and 

how and when are the senses complement each other in doing this. 

2.2.1. Perceptual Organisation and the Gestalt Theory. 

The human perceiver given a collection of sensations, organizes them into a Gestalt. This is a 

German word meaning a 'form' or a 'whole'. The Gestalt theory is a set of organisational 

principles, which were founded on this concept by Gestalt psychologists Max Wertheimer 

(1880-1943), Wolfgang Kohler (1887-1967) and Kurt Koffka (1886-1941). 

The principles would be discussed here in relation to the sense of vision, as it is most 

applicable, and more easily explained through it. 
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2.2.1.1. Gestalt Principles of Visual Organization 

Confronted by a visual image, humans need to separate a dominant shape (a 'figure' with a 

definite contour) from what the current concerns relegate to 'background' (or 'ground'). This is 

imperative in the visual perception of form. An illustration of this is the famous ambiguous figure 

devised by the Danish psychologist Edgar Rubin. 

Figure: 20 

Images such as this are ambiguous concerning figure and ground. The figure can be perceived 

as either a white vase on a black background or silhouetted profiles on a white background. 

Perceptual set operates in such cases and there is a tendency to favour one interpretation over 

the other (though altering the amount of black or white which is visible can create a bias 

towards one or the other). When a figure is identified, the contours seem to belong to it, and it 

appears to be in front of the ground. 

In addition to introducing the terms 'figure' and 'ground', the Gestalt psychologists outlined what 

seemed to be several fundamental and universal principles of perceptual organization. The 

main ones are as follows (some terms vary): proximity, similarity, good continuation, closure, 

smallness, surroundedness, symmetry and pragnanz. 

Gestalt psychology answers the question that there are enduring "patterns", or "principles" 

applicable to spatial perception that transcend stylistic fads. It also provides many insights into 

the way form is perceived and appreciated 
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Figure: 21 

Charles Jencks (1969) writes, " ...in perceiving for instance a pyramid...the eye strips the 

image of its irrelevancies of retinal position. Because of colour and size constancy, other 

accidents of light and shadow are disregarded for more important Gestalt forms." Although 

Jencks mentions that even this image maybe modified by attitude, and the pyramid being seen 

bigger and brighter if it is of importance to the perceiver. 

• This raises the larger question of whether design is evolutionary in the progressive sense, 

inevitably leading to some higher state, or whether there are basic givens in the human 

psychology that design should recognize. 
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2.3. SPATIAL PERCEPTION THROUGH THE ELEMENTARY SENSES. 

"We have a 'mind-space', which acts as a 'theatre' where we 'see', 'hear', 'feel' and 'act out' our 

perceptions." (Quoting Rappaport, Warren 1999). 

In configuring this mind-scape 

defined by Rappaport, the 

visual landscapes, sound-

scapes, smell-scapes and 

touch-space are of vital 

importance. 

Figure: 22 

As Merleau-Ponty points out, "all (senses) open on the same space", a space experienced as 

spatiality. Each sense provides its own window on this space and its own particular 

embodiment of spatiality. He says, "sensation as it is brought to use by experience is no longer 

some inert substance or abstract moment, but one of our surfaces of contact with being, a 

structure of consciousness," and "...as the universal condition of all qualities, we have with 

each (sensation), a particular manner of being in space and, in a sense, of making space." 

(Merleau-Ponty 1962:92) 

He sees the interaction of all perception within the spatial domain as a "primary organization" of 

experience. Perception brings all senses together in the meeting point of spatiality and at that 

point creates a unique, shared space of experience. 
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2.3.1. Vision and Spatial Perception 

"Each day as I look, I wonder where my eyes were yesterday" (Hutton citing Berenson 1982) 

Of the several human senses that provide information of the surrounding environment, the 

visual sense can be considered the richest being the primary form of perception of space and 

thereby architecture. The eye is the most highly developed of the sense organs, being the most 

complex in structure and the mediator of the most elaborate of experiences. 

Sight allows the ability to reach 

where one cannot touch or hear. 

With vision both the 

limited/bounded and the 

unbounded space can be 

perceived. Vision also 

emphasizes individuality, as it 

cannot be shared like touch. As 

Pallasmaa states (2000) "The 

eye is the sense of separation 

and distance". 

In society today vision is regarded and accepted as the primary sense. Most seeing people 

unconsciously rely on vision to corroborate almost any auditory or tactile sensation. This 

phenomenon was explained earlier in the chapter as 'visual capture'. With vision, light, 

darkness, colours, form, contours, surfaces etc. are perceived, as well as perspective and 

depth. 

Humans have a total field of view of somewhere between 160-208 degrees. What is seen as 

visible light is a small slice in a spectrum of electromagnetic radiation, which is the stimul 

energy for the eye. 

Figure: 23 



Vision is generally divided into two aspects known as Central and Peripheral vision. Central 

vision, also known as foveal vision is involved with the identification of objects and the 

perception of colours. Central vision allows acquiring of external information (monocular and 

Peripheral vision, also known as 

ambient vision, is involved with 

the perception of movement (self 

and surrounding environment) 

and provides peripheral reference 

cues to maintain spatial 

orientation. 

Figure: 24 

This capability enables orientation independent from central vision and that is why a person 

can walk while reading. 

Depth Perception 

Depth perception is the ability to see objects three-dimensionally although the images that 

strike the retina are two-dimensional. This ability allows the estimation of distance, and 

scientists have determined that this is an innate skill that results from the binocular and 

monocular cues of the eyes. 

Binocular cues are used in judging distance of objects that are closer to the eyes. Because 

human eyes are approximately two and a half inches apart the retinas receive slightly different 

images of the world. The brain then compares the two images and gives information as to the 

distance. The creators of 3D movies use this principle by photographing the scene with two 

cameras placed a few inches apart, and when the spectator uses specially made spectacles 

that allow the left eye to see only the image from the left camera and the right eye from the 

right camera, a three dimensional effect is imitated. 
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Binocular cues also help to 

determine whether a 

person is focusing on 

something just pass the 

nose, this page, or at the 

doorway across the room. 

Figure: 25 

Monocular cues on the other hand are used in judging distance of objects that are at greater 

distances. Such cues are Relative size, Overlap, Aerial perspective, Texture gradient, Relative 

height, Relative motion, Linear perspective, and Relative brightness. 

Relative size: If two objects are assumed as being similar in size, the object that looks smaller 

is perceived to be farther away. 

Figure: 26 
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Overlap: If one object partially covers another, the covering object is perceived to be closer. 

Figure: 27 

Aerial perspective: Hazy objects are perceived to be farther away than sharp, clear objects. 

Figure: 28 

Texture gradient: A gradual change from a course, distinct texture to a fine indistinct texture 

perceived to be a sign of increasing distance. 

Figure: 29 
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Relative height: Objects higher in the visual field are perceived to be farther away. 

Relative motion: As a perceivers head move, stable objects in the environment appear to 

move relative to the perceiver. In a moving vehicle for example, if the perceiver fixes hi/her 

gaze on an object as the fixation point (eg. A tree), it is seen that the objects closer to the 

perceiver than the tree appear to move backwards. The nearer the object, the faster it seems to 

move. Objects beyond the fixation point appear to move with the perceiver at a speed that 

decreases as the object gets further away. The brain uses these speed and direction clues to 

determine the objects' relative distance. 

How motion effects an image can be explained by taking the example referred to earlier of the 

pyramid mentioned by Jencks. If one was to move toward it at a constant rate, and stop, it will 

seem to back up. This is because of adapting schemata relevant to movement. 

Linear perspective: The apparent convergence of parallel lines is interpreted as a clue to 

distance. The more they converge the greater the perceived distance. 

Relative brightness: Nearby objects reflect more light into the eyes, and therefore given two 

identical objects, the dimmer is thought to be farther away. 

SPATIAL ORIENTATION 

"How our body has learned to orientate in space is essential to how we make sense of the 

world and understand our place in it. Said another way, cognition is an embodied experience". 

(Warren citing Rappaport 1995) 

Spatial orientation is the natural ability to maintain body orientation and/or posture in relation to 

the surrounding environment (physical space) at rest and during motion. Genetically speaking, 

humans are designed to maintain spatial orientation on the ground. 
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Good spatial orientation relies on the effective perception, integration, and interpretation of 

visual, vestibular (refer previous chapter), and sensory information from receptors located in 

the skin, muscles, tendons, and joints. As vision is limited to a field of vision, there is a 

dependency upon motion in visual perception of space. As a person enters a room, the entire 

space can be perceived by turning the head 90 degrees to each side, but the whole room 

cannot be taken in, in one view, and as a result of this there is a reliance on movement. The 

fact that there is a need to move the eyes and head and whole body emphasises the role of the 

kinesthetic sense in relation to vision and orientation. 
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2.3.2. Sound and the Auditory Dimension of Space 

"A lover's ear will hear the lowest sound" (Hutton citing Shakespeare, 1982) 

The sense of hearing is said to develop early, well before birth. The developing baby is 

surrounded by sound. In fact the natural synchronisation of the two heartbeats of the baby and 

mother is now thought to be the earliest appreciation of rhythm. 

The stimulus energy for hearing is sound waves. The waves of compressed and expanded air 

are like the ripples on a pond, circling out from where a tossed stone has broken the surface of 

the water. The strength, or amplitude of sound waves determines their loudness. The length 

and therefore the frequency of these waves determine their pitch. As with sight, hearing is done 

by the brain, not the ears. 

Through hearing, space is expanded beyond the physically reachable space, and sound 

enables a person to note size and relation to others spaces. Sound breaks down separations 

as it travels through walls and beyond spatial definitions. 

The concept of horizon, for example, could vary according to the particular senses used in 

perceiving it. The horizon, which is the perimeter of experience for the body, is usually defined 

by sight, as it is the most 'far-reaching' of the senses. But it can become a different spatial 

boundary within the consciousness, by the awareness of sound. In John Hull's autobiography 

'Touching The Rock' he says, "thunder is like scratching". Here the sound of thunder is 

compared to scratching because it sets a perimeter. He explains further, "If you imagine 

yourself plunged into total darkness: no stars, no clouds, no street-lamps. What is around you? 

Where are you? You've got no 

environment. But sound gives you 

that sort of horizon of place within 

which you can situate yourself." 

Figure: 30. Sound creates its own 

perimeter of experience for the 

body-an acoustic horizon. 
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Therefore one can see that the function of the auditory system is not only merely 'hearing'. It is 

also defining directions of sound and its nature, facilitating spatial identification. This way the 

listener enables himself to orient through familiar and unfamiliar space. 

The ability to hear is also fundamental to communication as it makes a person feel as a part of 

the world they are in. Participating actively in an ongoing conversation gives a sense of 

belonging, just as the feeling of isolation is emphasized, when finding oneself unable to carry 

out an intimate conversation, because of poorly designed acoustics. For some people a higher 

sensitivity to sound and especially noise may force them to stay away from crowded and public 

places, to avoid a strong physical reaction and discomfort. 

In spite of the physical and social importance of the acoustic environment, apparently it is 

extremely rare in humans to hold any sort of acoustical memory. Spaces and moments are 

remembered more by visual or tactile images rather than acoustic memories. 

Space perception in hearing involves the ability to locate the source of a sound to a large 

degree of accuracy. It has a lower accuracy than vision in terms of locating objects, but the 

source of a sound can usually be located to within a few degrees. Most of the ability to locate 

the sources of sounds is due to binaural cues, that is differences between the signals reaching 

each ear, similar to binocular cues in vision. As well as being able to judge the location of 

sound sources, humans are able to judge the distance of the sources of sounds to some 

extent. This is done using echoes and reflections of sounds. 

Binaural Cues. 

When a sound is heard that comes from a source on one side of the head, it results in a time 

difference between the neural impulses from each ear, which the auditory system uses to 

determine the direction of the sound. 

Monaural Cues. 

The detection of the vertical direction of sounds is partly facilitated by movements of the head 

resulting in differences in phase for the ears, differences in the onset and offset of the sound or 

differences in intensity of the sound in each ear. The outer parts of the ear that are visible, 
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provide information that enable to determine the vertical direction of sound sources and also for 

whether the sound comes from front or behind. 

Normally, all of the cues described above for locating a sound are available at the same time. 

The combination of them makes the auditory system very efficient at locating a sound source 

quickly and effectively. 

The Perception of Distance. 

The loudness of a familiar sound may give a good indication of the distance of the source. This 

is especially effective when more than one sound is coming from the vicinity, so that 

comparisons can be made. Over a distance, part of the spectrum of a sound may be absorbed, 

allowing a rough estimation of distance. Time delays that occur between reflected and direct 

sound in a room are also used as cues for distance by the auditory system. A person is usually 

unaware of this process occurring, since the perceptual system fuses the sounds from a given 

source. 

Direct sound 

This is a sound that reaches the listener's ear by a straight-line path from the sound source 

without encountering any obstacles or boundaries. This sound has no echoes or reverberation. 

It is also known as dry sound. 

Reflected Sound 

This is sound that reaches the listener's ears after being reflected off of one or more surfaces. 

The relationship of reflected sound with direct sound is used by the brain as cues to provide us 

with a sense of the direction from which a sound comes and also the type of acoustic space the 

sound occurs in. 

As a sound is propagated away from its source, a certain proportion of it reaches the listener as 

direct sound, following a straight path from source to ear. A large proportion of the sound, 

however, radiates in all directions from the source and encounters the boundaries (walls and 

objects) of any enclosure the sound occurs within. If these boundaries have reflective surfaces 
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some of the sound bounces back into the room and is heard as delayed and coloured 

sound. The amount of sonic absorption these surfaces have determines the amount or density 

of reflection and how long the reflections persist or decay. The quality of the material the 

surfaces are made of also determines what frequencies it will tend to more readily absorb or 

reflect resulting in characteristic frequency colouration of the reflected sound. 

Because of this, the soundscape of every 

environment is conditioned by the 

predominant materials from which it is 

constructed. There maybe bamboo, 

wood, metal, glass, or plastic cultures, 

meaning that these materials produce a 

range of sounds of specific resonance 

giving the particular environment a 

particular character, when touched by 

active agents, such as humans, wind or 

water. 

Figure: 31 

The glazed window was an invention of 

great importance for the soundscape, 

framing external events in an unnatural 

'silence.' 

Figure: 32 
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It not only created the notion of a 'here' and a 'there' or a 'beyond', but also introduced a 

separation of the senses. Today one can look at one's environment, while hearing another, with 

a film of glass separating the two. 

Figure: 33 Glass separating two different acoustic environments. 

Reverberation 

In simplest terms reverberation is the persistence of a sound in a space even after the source 

sound has stopped sounding. This persistence of sound is the result of the sound waves 

reflecting off of physical objects and walls in the environment. The reflected sound bounces 

back and forth among the reflective surfaces many times and creates a series of closely 

spaced echoes, which increase in density over time to merge into a continuous sound. These 

echoes decrease in intensity over time due to the absorption of sound energy by the reflecting 

surfaces. If there are no obstructions between the listener's ear and the sound source the direct 

sound will be the first sound to reach the ear. This is followed by a series of discretely 

separated echoes known as early reflections which provide cues as to the size of the space the 

sound occurs in with longer delays indicating a larger room. 
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Sound cues therefore measure space and makes its scale comprehensible. The echo of steps 

on a paved street has an emotional undertone because the sound reverberation from 

surrounding walls puts the walker in direct interaction with the space, stroking the boundaries, 

and measuring the scale of the space with the ears. 

Spaces with more reflective surfaces will result in longer reverb times and are referred to as 

"live" or "wet", while those with very absorptive surfaces will result in relatively short 

reverberation times and are referred to as "dead" or "dry". 

Figure: 34. Space with reflective 
surfaces; acoustically 'wet' or 'live'. 

The acoustic environment, therefore, presents the world as it exists outside of the person's 

body. To give an example of how sounds photograph the space around one, Darren Copeland 

in his paper 'For an Awareness of Associations' written for The International Congress on 

Acoustic Ecology in Paris, France (1997), gives an account of how the clock tower at the 

University of Birmingham contributes to the understanding of place. "The tolling of that clock 

sounds different wherever one happens to be on campus. This is due to the physical distance 

between listener and bell, as well as the varying ratios of direct and reflected sound. 
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It is also due to the types of echoes and reverberations heard in different outdoor spaces, as 

well as the effects of masking in particular areas. Every time the clock strikes a different person 

gets a unique acoustic impression of structures normally considered to be immobile and silent. 

As the bell strikes, and one has an illustration of how sound expresses both time and space in 

the same snapshot of existence. Interestingly, the configuration of the buildings play as much 

of a role in the composition of this snapshot as the tolling bell." 

Spaces also have ambient sounds that add to the richness of the soundscape and that help 

identify the space. The high pitch of a fan that drives heat or cooling units has a certain pitch 

and frequency that people may perceive. Light fixtures can also emit ambient 'tones' that add to 

the sound signature of a space. Many electronic gadgets emit constant sounds that mix 

together with the other ambient hums and tones to provide a space with a characteristic set of 

sound patterns; ie. that create an identifiable soundscape which leads to a greater experience 

of that particular space. 

As Pallasmaa (1996) writes, "Every building or space has its characteristic sound of intimacy or 

monumentality, invitation or rejection, hospitality or hostility. A space is conceived and 

appreciated through its echo as much as through its visual shape". The acoustic qualities of a 

space discussed above can therefore subtly contribute in defining its character, though usually 

as an unconscious background experience. 
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2.3.3. Tactile Spatial Perception 

The human world evolves out of touch. Of all the senses it is the first to develop and the last to 

leave at death. At six weeks the developing foetus apprehends sensations through the skin, 

long before the eyes and ears have started to form. As the child discovers the world, it touches 

every possible object, either with its hands and feet or by putting the object in the mouth, 

feeling and tasting it. By touching and tasting the world in front of him/her, the child lays the 

foundation of cognition and recognition, and will recall the feeling of the object when seen again 

later in life. Touch is so essential to the understanding of the world that some even think that 

the hand is a sense organ of its own, enabling spatial identification. 

What is recognised as 'touch' is actually a combination of at least four distinct skin senses-

pressure, warmth, cold and pain. The sensation of touch is the most diffused of all the senses 

and the threshold of sensation shifts, depending on the area being touched, the medium 

through which the sensation is being transmitted (bone, muscle, or fat), the distribution of the 

various sense receptors, the individual's state of mind and even the time of day. Stimuli for the 

receptors are forms of mechanical and heat energy. 

By touch, temperature, structure, material and density are registered, and the perceiver gets as 

close as possible to the perceived object, and later on when an object is seen, smelled or 

heard, how it felt when it was touched can be remembered. The Finnish Architect Juhani 

Pallasma suggests that all the other senses can be regarded as an extension of the sense of 

touch (Pallasmaa,1996). Touch contributes strongly to the experience of architecture, e.g. a 

specific room may be remembered, because of recalling the feeling of sitting on the smooth, 

soft wooden bench warmed from the rays of the sunlight coming through the window next to it. 

The sense of touch provides a knowledge that is known as 'Proximal' knowledge of the outside 

world. The senses of sight and sound provide a 'Distal' knowledge, which generally implies a 

broader, detached understanding based on knowledge at a distance of the broader picture. It 

establishes the world through a set of stable and fixed relations, in which there is a clear 

distinction between the subject and object. Proximal knowledge on the other hand, is more fluid 
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and uncertain as well as being context specific, and fragmentary. To a person, the feel of 

something can generate a sense of who they are and where they are-a sense of place. 

Figures: 35, 36. 

To touch something is to confirm its existence- to confirm that it feels like this, and that the eyes 

are not deceiving. It also concerns with confirming the person as well, in being present to 

experience this, and feel this way. 

A person walking or standing is in 

permanent tactile contact with the ground. 

Walking a stairway lined in brickwork, and 

feeling the reduction of the kinetic 

momentum experienced by the friction of 

the bricks under ones feet, could be 

contrasted to a timber floor ones steps onto. 

Figure: 37 

The liberation associated by experiencing the springy deflection under the feet, the relative 

ease of movement felt by the body, as well as the echoes, contribute to the character and the 

qualitative experience of the space. The soles of the feet trace the texture and density of the 

ground. 
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The fine hairs covering the whole body process tactile sensory data, as well as special tactile 

receptors in the skin. Since vibrations can be perceived through touch, there exists an overlap 

with the sense of hearing. Low frequency sound patterns can be felt with the body skin if a 

vibrating object touches it. The ability to sense all vibrations and movement with the body is 

essential to perception, orientation and communication. 

The skin also traces temperature spaces. Pallasmaa talks in his book about wanting to touch 

the "velvety smoothness and temperature" of the concrete wall surface as he enters the 

outdoor space of Louis Kahn's Salk Institute. The experience of the warmth of a sun-warmed 

spot and the contrasting coolness of a patch of shade becomes an experience of place. 

The tactile sense can connect with time and tradition. Because a patina could materialise, i.e., 

make visible, a repeated touch over a long interval of time, it encodes an own story of the 

object and therefore implies temporality and narration. The well-worn handles of doors shaped 

by touch give a sense of hospitality. 

A simple understanding of how tactile experience can contribute to the human understanding of 

space and therefore ultimately 'place', can be gained through the example of the experience of 

moving house. At first things are unfamiliar, objects are cluttered and not in place. Overtime, a 

familiarity sets in, a person becomes aware which floorboards in the house squeak and which 

don't, the feel of the feet moving from wood of the bedroom floor to the cold tiles of the 

bathroom. Through haptic encounters with worn door handles, the uneven stairs, and the slope 

of the lawn, the feeling of place is constructed within the persons mind. 

Figure: 38 
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2.3.3.1. Kinesthesis- Movement and Bodily Action 

The Kinesthetic sense, as stated previously 

under Vision, is essential to the perception 

of space as it controls how the eyes, hands 

and feet are moved to see and feel 

structure and surfaces. 

As the body is moved through, over, in, out, 

above, underneath and along the spaces 

that a person encounters, the kinaesthetic 

sense along with balance, assures that the 

body and movements reflects the form and 

size of the space experienced. 

According to Pallasmaa, authentic architectural experiences are approaching or confronting a 

building, and not regarding the fagade formally, it is the act of entering and not just the frame of 

the door, it is looking through the window rather than the window itself, and it is being in the 

sphere of warmth rather than viewing the fireplace as a visual object. 

As a person opens a door the body feels its weight and resistance, legs measure the steps as 

they climb up and the hand touches the handrails as the body moves diagonally through space. 

Human beings are equipped with millions of position and motion sensors. They are found all 

over the body, in the muscles, tendons, and joints. They continually provide the brain with 

information, and this sense of the position and movement of body parts is known as 

Kinesthesis. A companion sense called Equilibrium (handled by vestibular organs located in the 

inner ear) monitors the position and movement of the whole body. 

Figure: 39 
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2.3.4. Smell, Taste and Spatial Perception 

"... a potent wizard that transports us across thousands of miles and all the years we have 

lived. The odors of fruits waft to me in my southern home, to my childhood frolics in the peach 

orchard. Other odors, instantaneous and fleeting, cause my heart to dilate joyously or contract 

with remembered grief." (Helen Keller, 1908) 

Along with taste, smell is considered as one of the 'chemical senses'. This is because unlike 

sight and sound, smell is stimulated not by a source of energy, but chemical compounds. 

Moisture molecules evaporating into the air create odours, and all living and many inert things 

give off their own unique, invisible and highly volatile essences. The human mechanism for 

picking up and differentiating smells is remarkably delicate but evolution has blunted this sense 

compared to such senses as sight. Nevertheless, approximately ten to twenty million olfactory 

receptor cells are situated in an area the size of small coin in the nasal cavity just beneath the 

eye-sockets. Each smell receptor is responsible of identifying specific smells and transmitting 

them to the brain. The nasal cavity communicates not only with the nostrils but also with the 

back of the mouth. The appreciation of flavour is caused by a joint action of the senses of smell 

and taste. 

Most smells have distinct properties, but appreciation may be highly personalised. Association, 

memory and even anticipation play an important role in whether a person responds positively 

or negatively to a certain smell. Smells sub-consciously catalogued away in the brain, can 

evoke strong associations of events, people or places when they are re-awakened. Scents and 

essences have a powerful psychological effect on the brain, influencing moods from calm and 

soothe, to invigoration and fear. They also play an important role in human communication and 

sexuality. 

Receptivity to smell depends on several factors, such as the time of day (sensitivity increases 

as the day wears on), and length of exposure. 

Smell and taste perception has a somewhat subtler role in spatial perception compared to the 

senses discussed earlier. But they still posses a qualitative value in spatial perception, as 

Madalina Diaconu writes in her essay titled the Rebellion of the Lower Senses, "The 
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fundamental values of, smell, and taste cannot be "beautiful" and "ugly", as used in describing 

something visual, but it would be 'attractive' and 'distractive'. 

Figures: 40, 41 . Appealing or repellent smells act as forces that draws movement towards or 

away. 

Smell can be used spatially to create 'fragrance collages' that form soft zones and boundaries. 

For instance, in open plan offices the need to ensure private space but integrated working can 

be helped by using the precise placing of scents to create non-physical boundaries and zones 

which can designate personal space. 

Smellscapes or olfactory landscapes are mostly ambient or circumstantial usually experienced 

unexpectedly. Also, odour-based geographies are substantially different from visually based 

geographies, mostly as they are shifting and changing zones. An example is that the Andaman 

Islanders' conception of the village is a spatial area that contracts or expands based on 

prevalent odours. They have constructed their calendar on the basis of this cycle, naming the 

different periods of their year after the fragrant flowers that are in bloom at different times. 

To be attracted or distracted by something also 

allows a spatial interpretation, as centripetal (as a 

force to pull towards) and centrifugal (as a force to 

push away) vectors in a field of forces, in which the 

human subject interacts with the environment." 
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Smells have the potential to project an image onto the mind of those who experience them. For 

example the smell of a bakery projects the image of health and sustenance, while fishing or 

coastal towns become memorable because of the mixing of the smell of the sea and town. 

The sense of taste has a restricted set of qualities to contribute to the human experience. 

Unlike the appreciation of colour, sound, touch or smell, the appreciation of flavour comes from 

a combination of senses, especially the sense of smell. The sense of smell and the sense of 

taste are very closely allied, and quite often the smell of a building, can evoke a sense as taste. 

There is also a subtle connection between the sense of touch and taste as the texture and 

juxtaposition of materials can produce an oral sensation in the mouth. Vision also gets 

transferred to the sense of taste as well. The tongue can almost sense a delicately coloured, 

polished stone surface. 

During an interview with Alan Saunders of Radio National, Peter-John Cantrill, lecturer in 

Architecture at the University of Technology, Sydney, mentions "I have experience on a 

number of occasions that certain qualities of stone, for instance, certain metals, detailing of 

wood, can be so subtle that you feel it in your mouth, and I'm myself, in my own work, 

conscious of that possibility. I don't think it is an essential quality of architecture, but I have 

made the observation that architecture can be subtle enough to even evoke a sensation of 

taste." 

The olfactory (sense of smell), and gustatory (sense of taste) representations also suggest the 

importance of time in the experience of these senses. This quality can reinforce the human 

need to experience and read time through the surrounding environment. As Pallasmaa states 

(2000) "Architecture's task to provide us with our domicile in space is recognized by most 

architects, but its second task in mediating our relations with the frighteningly ephemeral 

dimension of time is usually disregarded." 
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The memory of odours and flavours are mostly non-verbal and diffused, permeated with 

emotional impressions. Remembrance connects the actual stimulus to the past moment when 

something similar was felt somewhere, finding a place for it in the subject's continuous thread 

of life. 

It can be seen that smell and taste perception of a space brings it to intimate contact with body 

creating a meaningful long-lasting experience. 



2.4. OTHER FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO PERCEPTION. 

At this stage, it is useful to note that theories about perception tend to emphasize the role of 

either sensory data or knowledge in the process. The German philosopher Immanuel Kant 

(1724-1804) adopts a data-driven or 'bottom-up' stance, according to which perception is 

'direct', that is, sensual data is immediately structured before any selectivity occurs on the part 

of the perceiver. Others such as the British philosopher John Locke (1632-1704) adopt a 

'constructivist' or 'top-down' point of view, emphasizing the importance of prior knowledge and 

hypotheses. Both processes are now thought to be important, with perception being a 

combination and interaction of the two. This section will discuss briefly the existence of mental 

predispositions in influencing perception. 

Perceptual Sets 

Perceptual sets are formed by personal experiences, assumptions and expectations. Through 

these experiences people form concepts or schemas, which organise and interpret unfamiliar 

information. Pre-existing schemas help interpret ambiguous sensations. 

For example children's drawings reflect their schemas of reality. The drawing shown below by a 

3 year old shows that the face has far greater importance than the body in young children's 

schemas of essential human characteristics. 

Many factors play a part in influencing how things are perceived outside the senses. Some are 

identified as relatively stable or long-term individual factors. 

Figure: 43 
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These include personality, cognitive styles, gender, occupation, age, values, attitudes, long-

term motivations, religious beliefs, socio-economic status, cultural background, education, 

habits and past experience. 

But there are other factors which may contribute to individual differences in perception which 

are more transitory. These include current mental 'set', mood (affective/emotional state), goals, 

intentions, situational motivation and contextual expectancies (Warr & Knapper 1968). 

These factors can be broadly categorised as follows: 

1. Cultural differences. 

2. Individual differences. 

3. Context and Expectations. 

These are vast themes which will not be explored further here, but such studies help to 

emphasize that 'the world' is not simply unquestionably 'out there' but is to a certain extent 

constructed in the process of perception. While the basic processes of human perception are 

mostly universal there is scope for subtle but significant variations over space and time. 
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CHAPTER 3/ A SENSORIAL ANALYSIS OF ARCHITECTURAL SPACE THROUGH 

SELECTED CASE STUDIES 

Whilst the earlier chapter considered how the elementary senses participate in spatial 

perception, this chapter would include the framework within which the case studies would be 

analysed, as well as the case study analysis of selected architectural spaces. 

3.1. FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS 

The intention of the case study analysis was to explore the significance of the senses in 

architectural spatial perception while seeing to what extent the key aspects identified in the 

preceding theoretical chapter can be substantiated. 

The body is central in perception for Heidegger and Merieau-Ponty, and they assert that the 

establishment of objects within perception, as arising from the body's interaction with the world 

(Paterson, 2005). Considering this, the tool of measurement in this analysis became the body, 

forming personal encounters in relation to the experiences generated through the senses while 

moving through the architectural spaces. Self-movement and the movement of others were 

observed. 

Individual experiences in life contribute to the way each person thinks. Therefore spaces were 

also responded to from personal memory and imagination, and types of imaginative association 

were allowed to take form while experiencing the spaces. When differing experiences are 

shared, nature and spaces can be better understood. A sharing of such experiences may bring 

about a more meaningful approach towards the design of the surrounding environment. 

The accounts of the sensory experiences maybe disconnected and fragmentary, but it must be 

accepted that spatial experiences cannot be based on rigid plans as experiences of life are 

seldom so. 

The following sections highlight the aspects identified in the theoretical chapter, of which were 

focused on during the sensorial analysis. 
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3.1.1. Aspects of Architectural space perceived through Sound. 

Boundaries Created through Sound-the perimeter (the auditory horizon). 

Perception of distance. 

Distinct soundscapes created by materials. 

Ambient sound of spaces. 

Echoes indicating scale in relation to the body, indicating the size of spaces. 

Spatial identification through direction of sound and its nature. 

3.1.2. The Significance of Touch and Kinesthesis in Architectural space. 

Touch 

Perception of temperature and temperature spaces. 

Perception of texture, weight and density. 

Tactile connection to ground-reading texture, friction, gravity and density. 

Sensing vibrations through skin. 

Comprehending time and tradition through architecture-patinas, objects shaped by touch. 

Kinesthesis 
Experiencing of space through bodily action. 

3.1.3. The Smell and Taste of Architecture. 

Smell 

The association of smell and memory. 

Attractive and distractive smells as pull and push forces through space. 

Smell and soft spatial zones and boundaries. 

Shifting and changing of zones of smell affecting olfactory spatial boundaries. 

Images associated with smells eg. Smell of a bakery gives a sense of wholesomeness, health 

and sustenance. 
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Ambient smells; circumstantial smells. 

Reading time through smell. 

Taste 

Oral sensations linked to smells. 

Oral sensations linked to touch. 

Oral sensations linked to vision. 



3.2. THE CASE STUDIES 

3.2.1. Case study one: A Sensorial Analysis of The Ponnampalavaneswarar Temple at 

Kochikade. 

The Kochikade Kovil popularly known as the Gal Kovil' is a 

religious complex situated in an urban context. It offers an 

open exterior area to examine as well as well as intriguing 

and fascinating interior spaces. The kovil structure was 

originally of sand bricks and mortar and was later renovated 

by Sir Ponnambalam Ramanathan in granite during the early 

part of the 20 l h century. The kovil was originally founded by 

his father. 

Figure: 44 

3.2.1.1. The Spatial Experience in Reference to the Framework. 

The Auditory Dimension 

The exterior of the kovil has three independent shrines situated at three different points. As one 

walks the path around the main hall one comes across these shrines, where people have 

gathered for worship. Prayers do not linger, and are absorbed into the open air. An auditory 

boundary is formed around the kovil complex by the sounds of the city. 

As one enters the sanctum through the main doorway, a 

faint ringing of bells are heard close by, and looking 

around, one notices that devotees that enter touch tiny 

single bells hanging on the wooden entrance doors. The 

gentle ringing as one reaches out and shake the bell, 

gives a feeling of verifying one's presence in the space. 

Figure: 45 Entrance door with bells. 
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Upon entering the main sanctum, the ambient sound of the space can be identified as that of 

the hum of human voices, low and unbroken. This is highlighted on occasion by ringing of bells, 

high-pitched and vigorous, almost violent, dragging one's consciousness towards those points 

in space. Sometimes a deeper, louder bell is heard, possessing a rich echo. This sound makes 

one perceive a distance that is away from the happenings, taking the mind momentarily out of 

the immediate surrounding space to where this bell was visually encountered outside the 

sanctum. 

Standing still and listening, one becomes aware of the scale of the space as the reverberating 

sound of voices fills the volume, rise to the granite slabs overhead and echo down. Granite with 

its high reflectivity and low absorption results in longer reverb times and create what was 

referred to in the previous chapter as an acoustically "live" or "wet" wet space. 

This reverberation has a distinctive quality because of the reflections off the stone, creating a 

solemn atmosphere. Maybe this is a result of the unifying of all the voices creating one low 

sound without any tonal changes, almost like a single reverberating chord of a musical 

instrument. The skin can almost perceive this vibrating hum. 

Figure: 46 Distinctive soundscape as a result of fully granite interior. 
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One walks barefoot, as do the devotees, so no echo of footsteps are heard within the space. 

One realises no echoes are created at all from impact of hard objects-no sharp sounds are 

heard. The hard volume of the inner sanctum is filled with soft resonance. 

As one walks around the colonnaded platform (mandapa), one encounters pockets of sound. 

These are a result of a concentration of people in prayer in front of the deities situated at 

certain points. The sound pockets act as forces of pull within the larger space, summoning 

attention from one shrine to another. 

No auditory horizon is perceived within the space of the sanctum as it is almost fully enclosed 

by the granite walls that provide a natural acoustic barrier cutting off intrusion of outside sound. 

One merely floats in the murmuring sound of prayers. This helps to create a hypnotic quality, 

intensifying the effects of the pooja ceremonies, possibly an intentional effect of using granite in 

the ancient tradition of Hindu temple construction. 

The Haptic and Kinaesthetic Dimensions 

Entering the main sanctum is a multi-dimensional haptic experience. 

The entrance is indicated by the cool touch of water 

on the feet, one looks down to see the two lower steps 

with a film of flowing water over them. The water 

evaporates from ones feet gradually with each step 

taken, while entering deeper into the space. The feel 

of dry rock takes over. 

Figure: 47 

As one extends ones hands to touch the tiny bells on the entrance doors, it is noticed that the 

bells closest to reach shine with repeated touch. 

Looking up, you see the bells out of reach with a 

green patina of weathered copper. This creates a 

vertical zoning of the space within ones mind, 

separating the volume, the lower area dynamic 

with the activity of people and the upper area 

Figure: 48 Shining through repeated touch, sacred and untouched by human hands. 
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If one were to enter through the 

secondary entrance situated on the 

side, a transition from sun-warmed 

stone to cool stone can be read 

through the souls of the feet as one 

steps into the sanctum from the 

exterior stone-paved pathway. 

What the feet feel is subtle 

compared to the temperature spaces 

felt by the body, as one moves from 

the sunspace to the interior coolness. 

This is because the feet are in tactile 

connection with rock that possesses 

a thermal inertia making temperature 

differences subtle compared to that 

felt by the body, in contact with air. 

Figure: 49. Side-entrance; a threshold separating 

two different temperature spaces. 

One moves around the platform area where main deities are enshrined. Walking the smooth 

flagstones, ones feet suddenly come across a carved stone indicating a point of pause in 

space. Eventually one notices people at these points, kneeling down or stretching the length of 

the body and touching their foreheads to the ground- one realises it is place of prayer. 

It is as if a ripple had formed in the rock 

naturally in these few selected places, to 

signify the happening of something 

important. It can be imagined as being 

generated by the concentrated energy of 

religious fervour that is spent at these 

points. 
Figure: 50 
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The body encounters subtle heat spaces 

created by oil lamps, contrasting with the 

ambient coolness of the inner sanctum. 

Figure: 51 

One can perceive the surrounding tactile space by concentrating 

on what is felt by the fingers, palms and souls of the feet. 

Intricate carvings on stone columns and walls create a tactile 

landscape or story for the hand, as one traces the grooves and 

rises with ones fingers. Variations in stone paving layouts and 

textures create subtle differences in sensation for the feet. Both 

the hands and feet feel the weight of the granite, enhancing the 

perception of the space within ones mind. The granite speaks of 

durability, with its inherent symbolism of permanence. 

Figures: 52, 53 

Movement so far has always been on a horizontal plane. By climbing steps at certain points 

one can enter the colonnaded platform. A feeling of entering a higher realm is perceived by this 

bodily action as one moves vertically through space for the first time. One can choose to 



engage in a worshipping ritual or sit against a column for prayers and meditation, with the cool 

textured stone meeting ones back. 

An important experience is walking around shrines of the 

deities carrying the offerings. 

Time and use are evident in some places. Some areas 

near the deities are darkened with burnt oil. Shining stone 

steps with smooth edges represent time and wear, making 

one imagine the hundreds or perhaps thousand of 

footsteps that have trodden that particular place at 

different times. The ground along the axis of the 'womb-

house' {garbhagrha), is worn with peoples' touch as they 

grip it with flattened palms to pray. 

Figure: 54. Movement around 
shrine. 

Figure: 55 Oil stains represent use and time. 

The Olfactory and Gustatory Dimensions. 

The ambient smells are of oil and incense, stronger as one 

near the shrines, fading as one moves away. Areas with 

newly lit incense sticks act as soft spatial zones as well as 

attractive pull forces towards points of worship for the 

uninitiated. If one is not familiar with the kovil or the rituals, 

the faint trace of incense left behind, indicate points of 

worship within the larger space. 

The soft spatial zones created by the incense and oil, shift and change as the intensity 

changes. Freshly lit, a larger spatial boundary is encompassed, with the extent of this boundary 

diminishing as the smells fade. 
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These pockets of smell also change in intensity indicating time-as some deities are maybe 

visited more frequently during a certain time of the day or the year-the residual smell indicating 

passed time. 

The Buddhist observer expects the smells of flowers; a reminder of experiences at Buddhist 

temples, but it is absent. 

A few oral sensations are experienced. While walking outside approaching the Bo-tree known 

as 'the tree of the kovil' {sthala vrksa)., one comes across the circumstantial smell of freshly 

cracked coconuts. Walking around its trunk, a small shrine is encountered with the coconuts 

used as offerings. It inadvertently creates a taste of coconut water in ones mouth-enhanced by 

seeing it spilt on the floor. 

Figure: 56 

The texture and the streaks of colours on the granite create a multitude of oral sensations in 

the mouth-from sourness to salt. 

Figure: 57 
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3.2.1.2. Sensorial Spatial Diagrams. 

Auditory diagram 



Haptic diagram-section 

Figure: 60 

Olfactory diagram 

Smell of incense Smell of oil •^These diagrams are not technically 
accurate, but to the scale that was 
perceived by the body. 
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3.2.2. Case study three: A Sensorial Analysis of the Fort Railway Station. 

3.2.2.1. The Spatial Experience in Reference to the Framework 

The For Railway station was constructed 

as a part of the development of the rail 

network by the British colonialists during 

the late 19 t h century. With the Maradana 

Station, it has become the hub of the 

present day railway network. 

Figure: 62 

The Auditory Dimension 

The Railway station is a dynamic environment where sound is created by the active agents of 

people and moving trains. The trains become generators of a variety of rich acoustic 

experiences that are mediated through the built environment. 

The railway station is entered passing a thin barrier with ticket collectors that separate the 

exterior from the station platform. Even before one has stepped onto the platform, one 

immediately notices the ambient sound of idling train engines exuding a sense of power. The 

engine sound also helps to indicate points in space giving a sense of orientation as the length 

of the trains and there scales compared to ones own body makes this difficult. 

Standing on the platform closest to the entrance, an ambient sound of street traffic is heard. It 

is intermittently drowned out by the sound of the trains and appears again between the arrivals 

of the trains. 

One's acoustic horizon is suddenly expanded by the 

sound of a train arriving at a distance. As the horn is 

sounded, ones perceptual perimeter instantly widens up to 

that point in space. As it is a sound source that moves, a 

sense of distance can be comprehended. Far, nearer, 
Figure:63 
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As the train pulls up and grinds to a halt, the hiss of the engine and the rhythmic sound of steel 

on steel is heard, this reverberates within the volume of the station. Because the roof is 

enclosed and high, the sound energy does not dissipate instantly into the open air but is 

momentarily captured and held. This resonance is also helped by the non-absorbent materials 

of the steel structure and blocks of stone paving on the platforms. 

At times between the arrivals of trains the platforms feel abandoned, but just after a train pulls 

in, the doors open flooding the platforms with waves of people. One notices that the shuffling of 

feet is heard rather than speech. Disembarking through certain points in space (where the 

doors of the train are located) create pockets of sound which soon disperse spreading out 

within the volume. The sounds of the people are fleeting lasting at most fifteen minutes, and 

the auditory landscape soon belongs to the sound of trains once more. 

Figures: 64 and 65. The contrast in activity before and just after the arrival of a train. 

The trains instil a sense of time by there arrivals and departures. A distinct succession of 

sounds indicates a halting or starting train, heralding either the beginning or ending of a 

journey. 

Walking along the platform closest to the entrance, an 

unexpected sound of birds are heard. As one curiously looks 

around and follows the sound, one comes across two large 

cages fixed under each of the two flight of the crossing bridge. 

Each cage contains three of four tiny birds and one wonders 

how the birds can compete with the sound of the mighty trains. 
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The soundscape of the station is at times punctuated by a single human voice with 

announcements over speakers. Though located at certain points the tendency towards 

reverberation within the volume of the station creates the auditory illusion of it being omni

directional. Therefore one needs to walk the space intently listening for the changes in the 

degrees of intensity to locate the point of the speakers. 

Hard stone paving create echoes of ones own footsteps. These are not loud, absorbed into the 

air quickly-they are like a secret between oneself and the immediate surrounding space. 

Figure: 67 

There is no one predominant material and therefore no distinct soundscape can be identified. 

Haptic and Kinesthetic Dimensions 

As the train draws up to the station the powerful 

rhythm is felt to the core of the body, competing with 

ones own heartbeat. The power of the machine is 

felt, mixed with feelings of excitement and a touch of 

fear. 

Walking the linear span of the platform one feels the 

length of the train that has not yet arrived. 

Figure: 68 
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Most of the vibrations are mediated through the stone paving and into the body through the 

tactile connection of the feet. 

The movement of the air as it is violently displaced by the train, brushes against the body in a 

wave. It is warm. 

Figure: 69 

A steel bridge provides a cross over between 

platforms. Its light steel construction spanning 

over, makes one feel the vibrations of the 

moving trains beneath. Walking on the bridge 

with its vibrating quality creates a transition that 

is somewhere between the movement of the 

train and stillness of the ground. 

It is as if it's a preparation for the commuters before meeting the static unresponsive ground or 

the fiercely vibrating floor of the trains. One's body gauges the weight of the material creating a 

lightness while climbing the steps. 

The tactile connection to the ground on the bridge reveals the 

ridges of the bus board used for the flooring. This contrasts to the 

smooth timber handrail that slides under the skin of the palm 

accentuating the feeling of lightness. The railing is worn, reminding 

of time and masses of people. The edge of the steps shines as 

silver, worn and polished through use. 
Figure: 70 

The structure of the station is steel. The steel columns that meet the ground feel cool to the 

touch. The vibrations of trains are often felt through them. 

As one walks beside the length of the train the heat of the engine is felt as one nears it, forming 

a heat zone. This helps orientation indicating the point of the engine, because as mentioned 

before the scale and length of the train makes this difficult at times. 
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Engine oil is scattered along the length of the railway 

track. But one notices that some areas area stained 

darker with oil. One soon realises that the engine 

comes to a stop at these points and the oil stains 

imply a sense of temporality and narration. 

Figure: 71 

A transition from smooth paving to rough is felt through the feet as ones walks across the 

platform. The closer one gets to the edge of the platform, the rougher the stone. This provides 

a strong fiction for the feet making it easier to grasp the ground, giving a feeling of assurance 

against the force of the trains and the air movement that threaten to drag you towards the 

edge. 

Figure: 72 

The Olfactory and Gustatory Dimensions 

Smell of oil is ambient and suddenly becomes stronger as a train arrives, turning it into a 

circumstantial experience. It is also stronger in places the engines halt repeatedly. This smell of 

oil creates a sense of excitement reminding of railway journeys that were taken in one's life. 

The smell of people as they unload in masses from the train pervades the air. It soon 

dissipates. Food counters act as surprising attractive forces within the larger space. 

Taste experiences are few. The bitter taste of oil is felt in mouth while experiencing its smell. 
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3.2.2.2. Sensorial Spatial Diagrams. 

Auditory diagram 

A 

m a : 
Figure: 73 

Ambient sound of 
street traffic Sound of birds Sound of idling engines 

Most auditory experiences in this case study cannot be included in diagrammatic form, 
as they changed randomly with time. 

Tactile diagram 
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Figure: 74 
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3.2.3. Case study two: A Sensorial Analysis of The Mauli De Saram House at Pelawatte. 

3.2.3.1. The Spatial Experience in Reference to the Framework. 

The Auditory Dimension 

In the Mauli House two distinct soundscapes were 

identified. One created by the solid materials of brick, 

concrete and stone paving, and another created by 

timber of various densities. The resonance from 

timber clearly felt in the upper story while the other 

below. 

Figure: 75 

Even within the timber soundscape itself, variations were felt as the hollow sound on the 

wooden stairs were distinctly different to the more solid sound generated by the railway sleeper 

flooring. One can imagine the length and breadth of the room as well as its layout as one traces 

the rhythm and the number of footsteps of the person moving above. If one listens carefully 

enough, even the variations created by the individual sleepers, some denser than others, can 

be heard. 

Figure: 76 
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The house situated in a suburban area of Battaramulla has no distinct ambient sounds that one 

can identify (sounds that persist constantly in the background), either generated outside or 

within the house. According to the client, many circumstantial sounds though add to the 

experience of place. In certain times of the day the arrival of birds in certain areas of the house, 

and the sound created can indicate the time of day. It also gives a subtle indication of vertical 

distances (as the birds would occupy various heights in space) and highlights those spaces of 

the house where the bird sound is generated within the perceptual realm of the listener. 

The tiered back garden comprises of loose gravel, which adds to the experience of walking the 

space with the crunching, sifting sound creating sound prints of movement. 

One can imagine the sound impact of droplets of water on the different surfaces, such as the 

steel roof, stone paving and on the gravel. Each space with a distinctive soundscape generated 

by the contact with water. The roof itself would offer a variety of sounds, as the insulated parts 

with the ceiling would create a muffled sound contrasting to that of the exposed steel areas. 

Physical spatial barriers are broken and transcended by the resonance on the sleeper floors, 

wooden stairs, the scrabbling sounds on the gravel, or the hard sharp echoes on concrete 

stairs with more muffled ones on the stone paving (as they lie against earth), enabling the 

locating of the movement of others within the house. 

According to the client the house is 

transformed when it rains creating a 

delightful auditory experience. 

Apparently one is able to trace the 

path of the water as it is gathered by 

the zinc-alum gutters and falls as a 

fountain to the ground. The path of 

the water would carve and auditory 

three-dimensional space overhead, 

Figure: 77 within the mind. 
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Sound does not reverberate and persist in the spaces as most have minimum enclosure, and 

therefore not many echoes are created indicating the size of spaces. But because of the variety 

of materials and their juxtaposition, spatial identification through direction of sound and its 

nature is possible. For example, one would be able to identify a person stepping off the sleeper 

platform and onto the gravel by the successive sounds on timber then gravel. 

The Haptic and Kinaesthetic Dimensions 

As described in the earlier chapter, the sense of touch provides 'proximal' knowledge of the 

surrounding environment. It is described as being fluid and uncertain as well as being context 

specific, and fragmentary. To a person, the feel of something can generate a sense of who they 

are and where they are-a sense of place. 

The house is entered by a polished concrete stairway and one crosses over the threshold of 

the doorway onto the courtyard-like entrance hall. 

From this area, climbing up to the warm wooden floor of sleepers with its shiny slipperiness is 

accentuated by the friction experienced on the steps of the rough stone. 

The tactile connection to the ground changes from 

smooth cool concrete to rough stone paving. It gives a 

momentary sensation of travelling backwards, from 

inside to out rather than out to in. One can linger over 

this area tracing the patterns of the paving interspaced 

with lines of soft moss with the feet, and suddenly 

come across small pools of water. 

Figure: 78 
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One needs to grip the floor with the feet as you climb these steps that have a steeper rise than 

usual. Sleepers with their own history, varying in colour and texture, embedded oil, polished 

and chipped, represent passed time. One can wonder if one is to bend down and press ones 

ear to them, would the there be an echo of trains gone by. Their unevenness, forming hollows, 

inclines and slants and the grain of the sleepers felt by the feet, contribute to a unique feel in 

each space. This is probably felt by client, forming unique touch-spaces for her feet, just before 

getting into bed or while sitting at her favourite chair. 

From the platform of sleepers one 

can step down onto the backyard. 

The feel of the density of tiny rocks 

as opposed to the smooth wide 

sleepers creates a momentary 

tactile shock. You look down at 

your feet and notice the gravel, 

maybe bend down and gather a 

handful, letting it slip out of your 

fingers lightly. 

The narrow timber staircase which is used to climb up to the 

bedroom level has the comfortable feel of use, as they have 

been re-used from old houses, adding to the sense of 

passed time. The edges of steps worn and smooth, and 

rounded. The narrowness in relation to the body and its 

worn quality, add to a sense of comfort and makes one feel 

as if ones is climbing up to a safe secluded attic space. 
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The passage of time is also represented by the textural changes on the brick and concrete 

surfaces caused by climbing plants and their roots. 

Figure: 81 

Pockets of warmth felt by the skin are created by sunshine in courtyards. These heat zones are 

subtle indicators of the time of day, as mild sunshine is felt on the skin during the morning while 

a harsher heat is felt at the peak of the day. Cool brick with wet moss surrounds the warmth of 

the courtyard sunspace. 

Figure: 82 

Standing in the warm sunshine feeling the soft coolness of moss, the hard coolness of brick 

and stone through the palms and souls of the feet, can give an amazing experiential dimension 

to the space. 
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As one draws away from courtyard, one is enveloped by the contrasting, cool, cave-like area 

created by the high thermal capacity of the brick walls and stone floor of the kitchen. Tracing 

the brick walls by hand evokes the feeling of gravity and the earth origins of the bricks. 

The house is characterised by a collage of materials interpenetrating each other. Some areas 

are peeled back revealing layer upon layer of textures. A few steps can take you from one 

material to another. 

Figure: 83 

The constantly changing floorscapes with varied vertical spacings and horizontal juxtapositions 

necessitate increased and irregular muscular sensations. 

The Olfactory and Gustatory Dimensions. 

The house has an ambient smell of earth and foliage. The use of vegetable compounds and 

herbs such as Aralu on the brick walls, accentuate this olfactory experience. Apart from this 

smell in the background, several other pockets of odours forming soft spatial zones can be 

identified as one walks the spaces. The distinct smell created by the railway sleepers pervades 

the upper floor areas; creating a pleasant mixed odour of timber and oil. An almost 

imperceptible smell of the sea and sand is generated in ones mind, as one remembers jumping 

from sleeper to sleeper as a child on railway tracks bordering the beach. 
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Spatial areas are demarcated using timber doors re-used from old houses. As one nears these, 

the smell of aged, well-seasoned timber is felt lightly. 

The client explains that the sudden smell of Actaria flowers in the neighbouring garden can be 

smelt in the morning when the flowers are in bloom. This gives a sense of seasonal changes 

and time. This can be identifies as a circumstantial smell. Though it is from the neighbouring 

garden, the ability to experience the areas surrounding the house in this manner characterises 

the design. 

Several experiences related to taste were felt. The powdery, dry earthy taste felt in the mouth 

as one feels the brick texture can be identified as an oral sensation linked to touch. 

Figure: 84 

Seeing the textures of copper on the garage doors leaves a cool sour taste in the mouth. 

Figure: 85 

The smell of oil from the sleepers creates an almost imperceptible bitter sensation. 
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3.2.3.2. Sensorial Spatial Diagrams 

Auditory diagram-plan 

Figure: 86 

Timber soundscape Gravel soundscape Solid soundscape 

Auditory diagram-section 

• I 
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Figure: 87 

Pockets of bird sound I Sound of moving water 
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Haptic diagram of second storey 

Haptic diagram of first storey 
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CONCLUSION 

This dissertation has been an exploratory study discussing the multi-sensory aspect of space, 

discussing the auditory, haptic, olfactory and gustatory dimensions of spatial perception. The 

initial part of the essay was a descriptive inquiry conducted into the possible causes for the 

overriding importance given to the sense of vision and visual imagery in contemporary society. 

Ocularcentrism (the bias towards the sense of vision) in Western society from historical times 

and the spread of Western thought through globalisation and the mass media were discussed 

as possible reasons for this phenomenon. How this has affected aesthetics in general and 

consequently architecture were also discussed, looking into the main architectural movements 

since Modernism. 

Through conducting a literature review, theoretical dimensions were laid out exploring the role 

of each elementary sense in the experiencing of space. Writings and publications by Professor 

Juhani Pallasmaa became important sources of information for this. Though the sense of sight 

and the reasons for its dominance through biological reasons were discussed briefly, emphasis 

was placed on the other sensory modalities. Subsequently, selected case studies were 

analysed within the framework created with the aid of the theoretical study. 

The purpose of the dissertation was to sensitize and create an awareness of the extent to 

which the elementary senses of audition, touch, smell and taste contribute to spatial 

awareness. The literature review helped to identify key aspects and qualities of multi-sensory 

spatial awareness while the case studies were conducted to substantiate these findings in 

perceiving architectural space. 

The following features were identified as being important in multi sensory spatial awareness 

through the theoretical study. 

Aspects of space perceived through Sound. 

• Boundaries Created through Sound-the perimeter (the auditory horizon). 

• Perception of distance through sound. 

• Distinct soundscapes created by materials when touched by active agents, such as 

humans, wind or water. 
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© Ambient sound of spaces-sounds that permeate and persist in the spaces giving a 

distinct character to the space. 

• Echoes indicating scale in relation to the body, indicating the size of spaces. 

• Spatial identification through direction of sound and its nature. 

The significance of Touch and Kinaesthesis in space. 

Touch 

• Perception of temperature and temperature spaces. 

• Perception of texture, weight and density. 

• Tactile connection to ground-reading texture, friction, gravity and density. 

• Sensing vibrations through skin, assisting spatial orientation. 

• Comprehending time and tradition through architecture-patinas, and objects shaped 

through touch. 

Kinesthesis 

• Experiencing of space through bodily action. Assures that the body and movements 

reflect the form and size of the space experienced. 

The Smell and Taste of space. 

Smell 

• The association of smell and memory. 

• Attractive and distractive smells as pull and push forces through space. 

• Smell and soft spatial zones and boundaries. 

• Shifting and changing of zones of smell affecting olfactory spatial boundaries. 

• Images associated with smells eg. Smell of a bakery gives a sense of wholesomeness, 

health and sustenance. 

• Ambient smells, circumstantial smells. 

• Reading time through smell. 
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Taste 

• Oral sensations linked to smells. 

• Oral sensations linked to touch. 

• Oral sensations linked to vision. 

Case study one was the Ponnampalavaneswarar kovil at Kochikade. This was an example of a 

design produced through historical precedents, having developed over thousands of years 

according to pragmatic and spiritual needs of a particular culture-that of the Hindu Tamils of 

South Asia. It can be surmised that because it has developed over such a long period through 

trial and error, it has achieved an equilibrium point, unaffected (or effected very minimally) by 

fleeting trends in design and aesthetics. It is a product of Asian culture and therefore it does not 

submit to the predominantly ocularcentric design aesthetics that can be observed in historical 

buildings of Western culture. Because of these reasons the spatial experiences are experiential 

in a fundamental way with each of the senses having a strong role in articulating the spaces in 

the perceptual realm. 

Case study two was the Fort Railway station. This building was selected as it presented the 

opportunity of analysing a purely functional design. As the functional requirements of railway 

travel dominated its shaping, many of the things that are suppressed in a design with an 

overriding concept are unrestricted and exposed. Therefore it offered a rich multi-sensory 

experience that was fundamental and sincere. The Fort station dates back to the British Period 

in Sri Lanka, and therefore the characteristics of sophisticated railway stations heavily 

influenced by the current need for creating sleek images of travel, have not influenced its 

design. The current designs in travel stations have censored the experiences of the other 

sensory modalities to such an extent that railway, air, sea and other modes of travel cannot be 

distinguished from one another. 

Case study three was an architect designed private home; the Mauli residence at Pelawatte. 

Here, the architect has aimed to consciously create a multi-sensory experience in the most 

fundamental unit of dwelling; the home. The design stimulates all sensory modalities including 

the muscular experiences by using dislocations, skew confrontations and layered textured 

materials. A strong image as Pallasmaa says, has little tolerance for change and therefore it 
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has an intrinsic aesthetic vulnerability in relation to the forces of use and time-it is a result of 

repression, in order to create a singular powerful image. In this design however, there is no 

over-riding intellectual concept which has been carried down to the smallest of details, but 

instead, there is a 'weak Gestalt' or weak lines of definition (Pallasmaa 1996), where the 

potential for alterations by users, nature and time have been allowed with a margin for change. 

This allows for the natural generation of multi-sensory events to take place without the need for 

suppression-the effects of time and use become pleasant. Like the work of Alvar Aalto, this is 

an example of episodic architecture where the experience of the building takes one through 

separate multi-sensory architectural scenes, obscuring foreground and background, object and 

context. 

Most factors identified in the theoretical work were substantiated while experiencing the spaces 

of the case studies. Some spaces were seen to incline towards a predominant sensory 

modality, for example, The Kochikade kovil was primarily auditory and tactile in nature, while 

the Mauli Residence had a wealth of tactile experiences and the Fort Railway station had a 

predominantly auditory spatial articulation. Though the gustatory and olfactory experiences 

were few in comparison, they created strong, long lasting impressions. Therefore the qualitative 

value was high, contributing deeply to the overall perception of the spaces. As the case 

studies were conducted, it was realised that the phenomenological approach could not be 

avoided as all experiences were inadvertently linked to the acts of recollecting, remembering 

and comparing. It was realised embodied memory had an essential role in experiencing a 

space or a place. The present and the absent, the sensed and the imagined fuse together. 

Sensory knowledge is ultimately judged by the intellect, stimulating the imagination and making 

sense of ambiguous sensory thought. 

What was discussed in this dissertation and realised through the case studies, enhance the 

understanding of the role of the senses in articulating space. Being aware of the multi sensory 

aspect of space is important not just for designers, but also in just experiencing the space 

around one. Being aware of these multiple dimensions offers a more meaningful experience. 

Knowledge through all the senses strengthens the existential experience, one's sense of being 

in the world, essentially giving rise to a strengthened experience of self. Also, in making oneself 
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sensitive to the other sensory modalities, the possibility of the surprise associated with it and 

the necessity of attention and participation can be exciting. It is not limited to imaginary or new 

places, but one can also encounter familiar places in a new way. For example, though the Fort 

Railway station was a place that had been visited before, a variety of new experiences that had 

been overlooked previously were exposed by being sensitive to the sensory input through the 

other senses apart from sight. 

Another factor which became evident was that space experienced through all the senses 

encloses and enfolds. What was encountered through the other senses was usually beyond the 

area of focussed vision. One had to turn ones ear towards a sound or had to move towards a 

smell that was just beyond reach. This invited participation and bodily involvement which is 

important in understanding and experiencing place. 

Limitations on this study were mainly due to the constraints of time. Instead of restricting the 

study to three cases, individual places that strongly illustrate the characteristics that were 

outlined in the theoretical study could have been selected. Furthermore, the case studies that 

were selected were multi sensory examples, whereas predominantly visual buildings could 

have also been studied as counterpoints. This study was conducted alone, but if were done in 

groups 'blind walks' could have been performed where a person would walk the spaces 

blindfolded while been guided by another. Cutting off sight would enhance the sensitivity of the 

other senses, and the results would have been 'purer'. 

It is recommended that further studies in this field should include the multi sensory perception 

of architectural space through the perspective of different special user groups such as the 

blind, deaf and physically handicapped. Another aspect that could be studied would be the role 

of cultural/racial tendencies and preferences towards particular modes of sensation that could 

be important in spatial articulation. The impact of sensations on different age groups such as 

children and the elderly would also be an important area of study. 

Though it is difficult to isolate specific points for the use of designers in creating multi sensory 

architectural spaces, the aspects identified in this dissertation, as well the case studies 

illustrating how one can heighten one's own sensory encounter with space might in the long -
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term create an deep-rooted sympathy and understanding that would manifest through the 

designs. To cultivate this, it may also be important to study the sensory aspect of space during 

the education process of the architect. 

Therefore if architects are to create environments that contribute positively to their users lives 

they must address all human modes of perception equally because as Pallasmaa states 

"Architecture is the art of reconciliation between ourselves and the world, and this mediation 

takes places through the senses". 
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